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Our Wedding
at the Tabletterie Hotel-Restaurant
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Our whole team here at 
the Tabletterie and our 
partners would be 
honored to host you and 
help make one of the most 
beautiful days in your life 
totally unforgettable...

We believe that our 
sensitivity and our 
passion for service are key 
ingredients when it comes 
to ensuring that 
everything runs smoothly 
during this important 
milestone in your life. 
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A trip through time…
Located in an old Mother-of-Pearl and Tabletterie 
Manufacturing Workshop, our establishment 
provides a unique and rare setting in a chic, 
industrial, and refined environment. 

The town of Méru, which is located 50 km to the 
North of Paris, right  the Ile-de-France region, was 
for a long time right at the heart of the the 
tabletterie industry. 

As early as the 17th century, peasants started doing 
tabletterie work during the winter months, when 
there was little agricultural work to be done.  

They molded and shaped materials such as 
mother-of-pearl, bone, ivory, scales, and ebony. 
They would then make them into luxury items like 
fans or dance cards, or more practical ones like 
buttons or dominoes.

During the 19th century, the tabletterie business 
exploded. During the 20th, it was industrialized 
and Thelle Country became the largest European 
center for mother-of-pearl button manufacturing, 
employing more than 10,000 people during the 
1910s. 

Tabletterie had become the main economic activity 
in the area. Local production fed the international 
market, garnering Méru the nickname of Global 
mother-of-pearl capital.  
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Special € 3,000 rate 
(Providing access to all 22 rooms, with a 45-
person total occupying capacity, depending 
on the way the rooms are filled)  

Romantic welcome in the future 
married couple's room 
(privilege room with a view of the museum)

Test dinner
6 guests maximum,  
55 euros per person, wine included
(free for the soon-to-be-married couple) 

It goes without saying that the offerings we have 
in this brochure are merely examples of 
everything we can and know how to do. 
 
During preliminary discussions, we can establish 
what your needs are, no matter how different they 
may be from the proposals that follow. 

At the Tabletterie, anything is possible, as long as 
we are able to make it happen! 

We love surprises! Don't hesitate to share your 
ideas with us. .

From Saturday at 3 pm to Sunday at 12 
pm for the rooms, and 10:30 am for the 
dining room if brunch not included. 

Services offered
To have the space all to yourselves and be able to enjoy the entire premises, including 
all of the rooms (service included* – see terms & conditions)  
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Welcome capacity
80 guests maximum
65 guests minimum
60 guests minimum for brunch 
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For the pre-dinner reception, we can 
offer your two solutions.  

Since we cannot guarantee you the 
weather, we can set up a tent on our 
great terrace, which looks out over the 
museum, and if you like you can have 
the reception underneath it, as well as 
seat the children and teenagers there 
for dinner, for instance. 

Another option is to take advantage of 
the garden, which is located between 
the museum and the hotel (a tent will 
be set up there, too). 
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Each of our set menus 
includes
A traditional reception drink
A meal
A selection of soft drinks for the meal
Mineral water, juices, soda, coffee, tea 
The wine that accompanies the menu

Service until 1 am

Menu print-outs 

The dishes that are described in this 
brochure are here as examples. You will 
be offered various kinds of dishes and 
wines, depending on the date of your 
event, which you can choose from either 
during the tasting dinner, or we can 
have you taste several wines and dishes 
in small amounts in order to help you 
make your decision. 
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Traditional 
reception drink € 35
Price per person, which includes

2 glasses of champagne  
i.e. 1 bottle between 5

Or 

1 homemade Cocktail
Mojito, Spritz, Planter's 
Punch, or Champagne 
Soup
6 prestigious cocktail bites

4 traditional cocktail bites
(see examples on page 11)

Reception drink 
supplements
Culinary delights
Hot or cold € 2.80 
per piece per person 
(see page 11)

Oyster bar € 4.50 
3 oysters per person

Russian Aperitif
Caviar bar and Vodka / caviar-sprinkled 
oysters

quote on request
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Supplemental Drinks
Giant 15 liter Cocktails:
Mojito, Champagne soup, spritz, planter's punch ... € 380
1 glass per person for 80 people

Keg of Heineken or Affligem beer € 55
8 liters

Unlimited soft drinks € 5 
per person
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Cocktail bites and 
culinary offerings
6 prestigious cocktail bites
 ∞

 ∞

 ∞

 ∞

 ∞

 ∞

Duck foie gras skewer, fig and honey gingerbread 
surprise  

Daikon crab roll  
Granny smith & jumbo shrimp millefeuille
Madeleine biscuit with lemon, fresh cream cheese, and 
smoked salmon 
Foie gras au gratin with a crispy parmesan puff
Fingerling potato with thyme and smoked haddock 

4 traditional cocktail bites
 ∞

 ∞

 ∞

 ∞

Mini bruschetta with pesto mozzarella, 
sundried tomatoes, and parmesan flakes 
Mini quiches
Curry samosa
Country ham crostini

Culinary delights
 ∞

 ∞

 ∞

 ∞
 ∞

Pan-seared foie gras on a slice of gingerbread 
Scottish smoked salmon on a warm blini with 
lemon whipped cream and salmon eggs 
Whiskey-flambéed pan-fried jumbo shrimp with a 
pear compote 
Provençal-style jumbo shrimp risotto
Red mullet fillet and crunchy vegetables  
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Traditional Set Menu 
€ 89
Price per person, including: 

A traditional reception drink

Menu

Starters
∞ Lobster ravioli served in lobster cream OR 
∞ Duck foie gras two ways OR
∞ Salmon tartar several ways, marinated

in rare oils, beech-tree smoked, and with 
shards of lemon caviar  Mains

∞ Charolais beef fillet pan-seared in thyme, 

butter baby potato confit, seasonal 
mushrooms, and roasted vine tomatoes 
with mushroom gravy OR

∞ Grenadine of rare cooked veal, potatoes
 dauphinoises, tomato confit, and crunchy
 vegetable medley OR

∞ Landes dark meat chicken supreme 
cooked at low temperature, with a 
potato patty, vegetable confit and 
skimmed gravy reduction     OR

∞ Périgord duck breast, sliced potatoes fried in 
duck fat, mushrooms, cooked diced 
vegetables and gravy reduction

*(option, see asterisk) 

Aged cheeses
∞ 4 kinds, with little grain bread rolls 

Desserts
∞ A  ll-chocolate dessert 
∞ Caramel and brown nougat dessert

∞ Strawberry or raspberry cream cake

Drinks included
Soft drinks: Mineral water, soda, fruit juices, 
coffee, tea  
Wine to be chosen during the tasting (on the 
basis of one bottle between 6 people)  
*optional Norman-style palate cleanser 
before the cheese course

Choose one of each
Applies to all guests
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Privilege Set 
Menu 
€119
Price per person, including: 

Traditional reception drink

Menu

Starters
∞ Half an orchid-poached blue lobster, fennel,  

and port caramel OR
∞ Jumbo shrimp kanafeh, mango chutney 

         and almond emulsion OR
∞ Mini pan-seared foie gras brioche, grilled 

bite-sized scallops, and sauce made from 
a sweet-spice reduction

Mains
∞ Charolais beef fillet with morels  OR 
∞ Rack of Limousin lamb, Provençal-style

tian, seasonal mushrooms and asparagus tips, 
gravy reduction OR

∞ Monkfish saffron medallion, vegetables confit, 
vine tomatoes, and Paco-style polenta patty 

Norman-style palate cleanser,
revisited

Cheeses
 ∞ 4 kinds of aged cheese and little grain 

bread rolls OR
∞ Warm goat cheese pastry parcel, fine

herb salad

Desserts
∞ All-chocolate dessert

∞ All caramel and brown nougat dessert

∞ Strawberry or raspberry cream cake
+ 2 mini pastries per person with coffee (assorted
macaroons and seasonal fruit skewers)

Drinks included
Soft drinks: Mineral water, soda, fruit juices, 
coffee, tea 
Wines: To be chosen during the tasting 
(on the basis of 1 bottle between 3)

Choose one of each
Applies to all guests
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Supplements
Champagne starting at €49 per bottle
Whiskey  starting at €35 per bottle
Rhum starting at €35 per bottle
Digestif starting at €35 per bottle
Norman palate cleanser € 4.00 per person
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Over the course of the evening 
and at night 
Price per person
Onion soup € 4 
Sweet buffet € 7
(Candy boxes, mini pastries, etc.)
Chocolate fountain with fruits € 9 
Crepe workshop € 3.50 

And many more potential ideas, too!
Service after 1 am billed at € 30 per hour per server 
Decoration and reception room setup: € 30 per hour per server 
For brunch: service after 3:30 pm billed at € 30 per hour per server
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Children's Menu €20 
∞ Tomato salad
∞ Chicken supreme with sautéed 
potatoes

 OR
∞ Fish sticks and white rice OR
 ∞ potatoesGround beef patty and sautéed

∞ Chocolate fondant OR
∞ Ice cream / sorbet cup 
∞ Unlimited candy & soft drinks

Children are their's parents' 
responsibility. 

We can provide babysitting services 
for added peace of mind if desired.  . 

Cost is between € 12 and 15 an 
hour.
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There are not six or 
seven wonders in the 
world, there is only one 
– and that is Love...
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Our space and access conditions
∞ For the dinner and the evening, the dining room will be decorated according to on 
your tastes, and we strongly recommend our flower decoration artist Aurélie Meunier
∞ Full access to all 22 rooms in the hotel
∞ The kitchen, bar, and private parts of the establishments will remain off limits
∞ The rooms and common areas are non-smoking – any damages will be subject to extra 
charges 
∞ The rooms must be freed up by 12 pm and the dining room / breakfast area freed up by
10:30 am
∞ Inventory of fixtures to be carried out with the couple getting married on the eve of the 
wedding party
∞ Large, free, monitored parking lot available
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Brunch the following morning
Brunch the day after – after a day and evening full of feelings, there's little 
doubt that you'll wake up feeling a bit peckish, and what could be better 
than making the magic of the night before last a little longer, seated together 
around a lovely brunch, and sharing the moment with family and friends...   
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Buffet composition
 ∞ Scrambled eggs and smoked lard 
 ∞ Smoked salmon platter 
 ∞ Mountain charcuterie platter 
 ∞ Quiches
 ∞ Salad bar
 ∞ Cheese board
 ∞ Seasonal fruit salad
 ∞ Yogurt, cereal, quark

 ∞ Breakfast pastries, fruit cake, seasonsal fruit tart

 ∞ Assorted sliced breads

Depending on the market and season, because we 
prefer to work with good food products. All of 
these suggestions are examples and may have 
been changed by the time of your request. 

Little bonus 
oyster bar €4.50
per person

works out to 3 oysters per person

Drinks
Hot drinks: tea, coffee
Cold drinks: orange juice, grapefruit juice, apple 
juice, mineral water
White wine: 1 bottle between 6
Red wine: 1 bottle between 5 
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Set menu without wine € 39
per person

Set menu with wine € 49
per person

Service included until 3 pm. 
Beyond that it will be billed at € 30 per hour.
2 servers are required for service, clean-up, and putting away. 
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Relaxation packages 
for the eve of the 
wedding
Relaxation packages for the eve of the wedding

We know how stressful organizing a wedding can 
be and how much it can take out of you – which is 
why we are happy to offer you an evening of 
relaxation on the night before the Big Day, so you 
can wake up nice and gently on the premises 
the following morning. 

Two Pack
One night and 1 privilege room

for the happy couple

A massage 
60 minutes for the soon-to-be-married couple

A dinner (per person)

Starter, main, dessert, 1 pre-dinner drink, 
2 glasses of wine, coffee or herbal tea
Breakfast

Cost € 390
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Traditional package
(in order to respect the tradition whereby the 
future married couple mustn't sleep in the same 
room on the eve of their wedding day) 

Includes: 

One night and 2:

Classic rooms
for the bride and a person of her choosing and the 
groom and a person of his choosing 

OR

Family suites
for the bride and 2 people of her choosing 
(witnesses?) and the groom and two people of his 
choosing (witnesses?) 

A double massage
60 minutes for the future married couple

A dinner (per person)
Starter, main, dessert, 1 pre-dinner drink, 
2 glasses of wine, coffee or herbal tea

Breakfast
Classic rooms € 600
2 rooms between 4 people

Family suite € 750
2 rooms between 6 people



Lots of feelings and a trip through time guaranteed
In order to make this moment especially unique, we can offer you access, for 1 hour, to 
the boutonniers' workshop portion of the Museum, so the young couple getting married 
can have their pictures taken there. 
(access for the bride & groom and photographer only) 

Fee € 200
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Love is not 
looking at each other 
it's looking together 
in the same direction 
- Antoine de St Exupéry
The Little Prince
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Our service providers
Picci’s music
for your dancing evening (http://glamorchestra.com/)

Flower artist Aurélie Meunier
(on facebook)

Gaël Genna, Photographer
(www.gaelgenna.com))

Camille Pigray Photography
(on facebook)

Esthétissima Hair Salon, Méru
(on facebook)

Sandrine "Le Salon" Haircuts, Méru
Transportation and luxury vehicles provided by
Olivier Cherbonnel and Xavier Karrer (facebook)
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We will put you in touch with our devoted partners should you choose to go 
with them. Opting to do so seems like a good idea to us, since we can 
guarantee the quality of their work.   

Contact

www.tabletterie.fr
03 75 15 00 05 (hotel)
03 75 15 00 08 (restaurant)
To request a quote:
Please get in touch with
Ms. Camille Vergnaud
By e-mail at: c.vergnaud@tabletterie.fr
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Getting to the Tabletterie Hotel
By car

GPS: Latitude: 49.238581 | Longitude: 2.139402 

From the A16, take exit 13 (Gisors-Méru) 
then head towards the town center, 
rue Roger Salengro, building number 51 bis.

Paris: about 50 mins

Beauvais: 30 mins
Lille: 3 hours
Brussels: 4 hours
Amsterdam: 6 hours
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By train 
From the Gare du Nord, take the train towards Beauvais - Le Tréport, via 
Persan. Get off at the Méru station. 50 mins
From the airport
CDG-Roissy: 50 km to the northwest of CDG

Beauvais: 30 km to the south of BVA
Le Bourget: 50 km to the northwest of LBG
Orly: 90 km to the north of ORY
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